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I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless networks have gained its popularity quickly in recent
years. As the usage increases, there is also an increasing need
to understand the characteristics of wireless users. Among all the
properties to describe user behaviors in 802.11-based wireless LANs,
their association patterns to access points (APs) play a very important
and fundamental part. In this poster, we apply principal component
analysis (PCA) to unearth the common pattern of user association in
wireless networks.
The questions we seek to answer by applying the PCA technique
are: (1) Are users similar to one another in their association pattern in
long run? (2) Does individual user show consistent daily association
pattern across multiple days? (3) If the answer to question 2 is yes,
then how do we find some summarized presentation of the daily
association pattern of a user? (4) Can users be grouped using the
summarized presentation obtained in question 3, leading to groups
that show similar association pattern?
Throughout the analyses we find that for university campuses, the
whole user population is diverse enough that the major common
trends of association, even if it may exist, is fairly insignificant. This
observation is consistent from the traces we studied about generic
users. However, if we focus on a user group in which the individual
users have some common attributes, the common trends in association
patterns become much stronger for the group. We further investigate
the individual user association pattern across days and find most users
show a clear consistent trend in its daily association patterns. The
principal components (PCs) of the daily individual association data
set can be used to characterize individual users and summarize their
association behaviors.
Based on the principal components of individual user association
matrices, we further propose a way to group users. We define the
similarity index between two users by performing a weighted sum
of inner products of the PCs from each of the user pairs. Using
this definition, we provide a method to distinguish users that display
similar association patterns from the others, and identify such users
as a sub-group from the whole population. We show that by grouping
users based on the similarity index, the members of sub-groups have
much more significant common trends in the association patterns than
randomly generated group, or the whole user population.
In this paper we use three WLAN traces collected from university
campuses, including University of Southern California (USC) [2],
Dartmouth College [4], and University of California at San Diego
(UCSD) [3]. The USC and Dartmouth trace are collected from all
types of wireless devices on campus. UCSD trace is from a specific
project targeting at PDA users. We select to analyze the traces for
one whole semester/quarter from the studied universities, including
fall quarter 2002 for UCSD, spring quarter 2004 for Dartmouth, and
summer semester 2005 for USC.

II. M ATRIX REPRESENTATION OF USER ASSOCIATION PATTERNS
To facilitate PCA, we define group association matrix and individual association matrix, for which we apply PCA to identify its
underlying common patterns. The objective of the group association
matrix is to find the similar structure in association patterns among
multiple users over some period of time. Therefore, we choose to
represent the association pattern of each user for this studied period
in a single column vector. Each column consists of m entries, where
m is the total number of APs in the corresponding trace. The value
in each entry of the column vector is the total amount of time the
MN associated with each AP during the time period.
The objective of the individual association matrix is to find the
characterizing daily association pattern of a single user. Therefore
we choose to represent the association pattern of the user for each
single day as a vector. In individual association matrix, each column
is a (m + 1)-entry vector. The first m entries are the amount of
time the MN associated with each AP. The last, (m + 1)-th entry,
represents the total time the MN is not associated with any AP (i.e.
in the offline state). We need to add the offline entry because in some
days the MN can be completely offline, and a column with all 0’s
imposes an obstacle to perform singular value decomposition.
We apply singular value decomposition (SVD) to both group association matrix and individual association matrix. After performing
SVD, we obtain the PCs and corresponding eigenvalues for the
matrices. The relative importance of each PC in its set can be
determined by the corresponding eigenvalue. The most important
PCs (i.e., those with high weights) of group association matrix are
unit-length vectors in m-dimension space that capture highest power
(or strongest trend) of association patterns in the group. The most
important PCs of individual association matrix are unit-length vectors
in (m + 1)-dimension space that capture strongest trend of daily
association patterns for the user.
III. P RINCIPAL C OMPONENT A NALYSIS OF A SSOCIATION
M ATRICES
The first property we look into is that whether the association trend
of whole user population can be characterized by a few PCs. This
check is done by observing the distribution of eigenvalues of the
group association matrix, since they represent the total variation of
original data set captured by the corresponding principal components
(PCs). We show the percentages of variation in group association
matrix captured by each PC in Fig. 1.
From Fig. 1 we observe for the traces that record the network
activities of a diverse population (i.e. Dartmouth and USC), the
variation in group association matrix is distributed across a large
set of PCs. In both cases, about one third of the PCs are carrying
some non-negligible variation (i.e., more than 10% of the variation
captured in the most important PC) of the original data set. This is an
indication that the columns of group association matrix do not vary
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Fig. 1. Percentage of variation in group association matrices captured by each Principal Component (PC). The PCs are ordered in decreasing importance.
Note the X-axes and Y-axes are in different scale in the graphs.

with just a few common pattern. By contrast, the observation from
UCSD trace is different. From this data set, the variation captured in
first few PCs are relatively high. The top-10 PCs capture 98.36% of
total variation together. The association patterns of users in UCSD
trace do show common trends. This phenomenon may be related to
the experiment setup: The users are not randomly chosen, but are all
freshmen in an anonymized college in UCSD [3]. Therefore we could
expect some commonality in their association patterns, as validated
by the result of PCA.
In light of the different results of PCA observed from the group
association matrices, we further ask the following questions: How do
we identify ”sub-groups” among the diverse user population, such that
users in each sub-group display common trend in their association
pattern? Again, PCA provides a useful tool to serve the purpose.
We propose the individual association matrix for each MN as a
description of its daily association pattern, and use PCA to obtain
the major trends of its variation. The questions to answer from this
operation are: (1) Can we find a few important PCs to capture a
single user’s association pattern? (2) How can we utilize these PCs
to group them? In this section we answer questions (1) and defer the
discussion of question (2) to the next section.
We apply the same PCA technique to test the dimensionality
of individual association matrices. For each individual association
matrix, we determine the number of PCs required to capture a certain
percentage of its variation. If the required number of PCs to capture
a high-percentile of variation is small for most individual association
matrices, we can claim that the dimensionality for individual association matrices are low, and in other words, individual users show
similar association patterns day by day.
We perform PCA on individual association matrices of users in
Dartmouth trace, and show the CDF of number of PCs needed to
capture various percentage of variation in Fig. 2 (a). From the graph
we observe that the dimensionality for individual association matrices
are smaller than that of group association matrix. By using only 10%
of PCs (i.e. the top-6 PCs out of 61), we could capture more than
70% of variation for more than 99% of MNs. Even if we consider
a more extreme requirement, capturing 90% of variation, it can be
done with top-6 PCs for more than 92% of users. For USC-05su and
UCSD-02f traces, the dimensions of individual association matrices
are even smaller; see Fig. 2 (b)(c).
Hence, the key distinction between PCA of group association
matrix and individual association matrix is the following: Although
the whole user population displays a diverse pattern of association to
APs, the source of this diversity comes from the fact that users have
different major trends in their association patterns. The association
behavior for a single user, however, is quite consistent across days
in most cases, as the variation in individual association matrices can
be captured using few PCs.

IV. S IMILARITY OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENT SETS AND GROUPING
In this section, we propose a way to quantify the similarity of
PCs among users. Since PCs summarize the important dimensions
of association for individual users, they provide a more efficient way
to compare similarity between individual user association patterns.
Principal components are of unit length and orthogonal to each other.
So, the problem of comparing the PCs of users is equivalent to
comparing the similarity between two sets of orthogonal vectors
with unit lengths, while each of these vectors is associated with
some weight (i.e. the eigenvalue) to indicate its relative importance
in its set. To carry out such comparison, we propose to use the
sum of pair-wise inner product normalized by their corresponding
weights in their sets. The similarity index between two sets of PCs,
U = {u1 , ..., uru } and V = {v1 , ..., vrv }, is defined as:
Sim(U, V ) =

ru X
rv
X

wui wvj |ui · vj |

(1)

i=1 j=1

where wui ’s are defined as the percentage of variation captured by the
PC ui . The weights wui ’s sum up to 1. wvj ’s are defined similarly.
We say two MNs have similar sets of PCs if the similarity index is
beyond a threshold.
To show the proposed similarity index provides a reasonable
heuristic to group MNs with similar association behaviors, we obtain
the group association matrices for the groups suggested by the
similarity indexes, and perform PCA to these matrices. We show the
grouping suggested by the similarity indexes increases the variation
captured in its top PCs, and hence indeed we have put MNs with
similar association patterns in the same group.
As an example, we obtain the following groups using 0.8 as the
grouping threshold from Dartmouth trace: (A) A group including
MNs similar to a MN with middle-ranked activeness. This group
contains 1, 328 MNs based on the similarity indexes. (B) A group
including MNs similar to the least active MN. This group contains
1, 619 MNs. (C) A randomly generated group containing 1, 619
MNs. (D) The whole user group containing 6, 599 MNs. For each
of the groups, we perform PCA and show curves for the cumulative
variation captured in its top PCs in Fig. 3.
From Fig. 3 we see for the groups suggested by similarity index
(i.e. Group A and B), the top PCs capture more variation in their
group association matrices than the other two groups. For example,
the top-10 PCs capture 76% and 45% of total variation in group A
and B, respectively, as compared to 16% and 13% in group C and
D.
In addition to the above, we also check the overall performance
of the grouping suggested by the similarity indexes by the following
experiment. From Dartmouth trace, for all MNs with 100 or more
similar nodes (using grouping threshold 0.8), we perform PCA
to the group association matrix of the suggested group, and to a
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Fig. 3. Cumulative variation captured in top PCs. Groups suggested by
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Fig. 4. Variation captured by top-10 PCs in groups suggested by similarity
index (with grouping threshold 0.8) versus random groups

random group with the same number of MNs. We calculate the total
percentage of variation captured by top-10 PCs in both groups, and
show it as a dot on the scatter plot shown in Fig. 4. In the figure,
a dot above the 45-degree line indicates for that MN, the grouping
suggested by similarity index has more significant common trends
in the group association matrix than the random group. As we see
from the figure, the proposed similarity index indeed generates group
with similar association pattern in most of the cases. We have also
checked the variation in group association matrices captured by topk PCs for k values other than 10, and the trend is similar to those
shown in Fig. 4. Similar trends are also observed for the USC traces.
V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
By applying principal component analysis techniques, we unearth
the underlying trends of group association matrices and individual
association matrices from WLAN traces. For the whole user population, the dimensionality of the group association matrices are typically
high, unless the users are from a population with some inherent
similarities in behavior. For individuals, most power of its association
patterns can be captured with a small set of PCs for most users. We

further propose to use the similarity index obtained by comparing
the important PCs of users to put similar users in sub-groups. We
show that grouping by our proposed similarity index provides subgroups with lower dimensionality than those of random sub-groups
or the whole user population, indicating the grouped users are indeed
following common trends of association with each other.
The findings from the analysis of WLAN traces point to shortcomings in earlier mobility modeling work. Mobility modeling has been
an important subject in evaluation of wireless network performances.
However, in most existing mobility models, the MNs are assumed to
be homogeneous in the sense that all the node should be identical to
each other in its behavior pattern in long run. This contradicts our
finding that the group association matrices have high-dimensionality
for the traces coming from a generic user group. In other words,
some typical mobility scenarios (e.g. random waypoint model) are
only suitable when MNs in the user population are inherently similar
to one another.
The potential directions of future work are: (1) Since each MN
is able to obtain its own association patterns, and summarize its
association patterns using only a small set of PCs, it provides an
efficient way for MNs to convey, exchange, and compare their
association patterns. Such technique can be utilized to compare
whether two MNs are similar, and helps to design context aware
information diffusion protocols. (2) By inspecting the weights of
PCs, one could tell whether a MN displays significant bi-modal
behavior (e.g. The top PC stands for association patterns mainly for
weekdays, while the second PC stands for weekends.), or whether a
MN changes its association pattern significantly at a point of time
(e.g. New association patterns deviate from linear combinations of
PCs obtained from previous association patterns). Such identification
could be used by a network operator to better understand its users,
and may be useful for abnormal user-behavior detection.
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